
WAC 230-15-535  Closing tables.  When closing tables, house-
banked card game licensees must follow these steps:

(1) The floor supervisor and the dealer assigned to the gambling 
table must count the gambling chips and coins. The surveillance de-
partment must monitor and record the entire count and closure process.

(2) The floor supervisor assigned to the gambling table must re-
cord the chips and coins counted on a table inventory slip.

(3) Licensees must use consecutively prenumbered three-part forms 
for table inventory slips. Table inventory slips must be in the format 
we require and have three parts:

(a) The original (the closer); and
(b) The duplicate (the opener); and
(c) The triplicate (which is transported by security to account-

ing).
(4) The floor supervisor and the dealer assigned to the gambling 

table must sign the table inventory slip, confirming the information 
recorded at the time of closing.

(5) After both the dealer and floor supervisor have signed the 
closer, the dealer must deposit the closer in the drop box attached to 
the table. The dealer must place the opener face up in the chip tray, 
arranged so that it is clearly visible. Then the floor supervisor must 
lock the clear chip tray cover. The chip trays must be under recorded 
surveillance at all times.

(6) A security department employee must take the triplicate of 
the table inventory slip to the accounting department.

(7) If an error is made on the closer, the preparer must write 
"VOID" on all copies of the form and forward them to the accounting de-
partment.

(8) If the locked chip trays are transported to the cashier's 
cage at the end of each gambling day, a cage cashier must determine 
that all locked chip trays have been returned to the cage and are ade-
quately secured.
[Statutory Authority: RCW 9.46.070. WSR 07-21-116 (Order 617), § 
230-15-535, filed 10/22/07, effective 1/1/08; WSR 07-09-033 (Order 
608), § 230-15-535, filed 4/10/07, effective 1/1/08.]
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